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Abstract

In the first part of the paper we give the structure of constants of
a class of quadratic algebras which are G-algebras. In the second part
we consider the homogenization Bn of the enveloping algebra An of a
finite dimensional Lie algebra, prove they are Hopf algebras over the
polynomial algebra k[Z] and give relations, at the level of the module
categories, among the graded algebra Bn, its graded localization (Bn)Z
and An.
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1 Introduction

The paper consists of two parts, in the first part we recall the definition of a
Groebner basis algebra and improve some of the results given in [14],[15] and
[12],[13]. We consider next a special class of quadratic algebras and character-
ize, by means of its structure of constants, those which are G-algebras.

The second part of the paper is dedicated to the study of the homoge-
nization Bn of the enveloping algebra An of a finite dimensional algebra Lie
algebra, we prove it is a Hopf algebra over k[Z]. We use some of the results of
the first part to give relations, at the level of module categories, among the
graded algebra Bn, its graded localization (Bn)Z and An.
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2 G-algebras and enveloping algebras of Lie

algebras

2.1 G-algebras

We begin the section recalling the definition and some of the properties of G-
algebras given in [14]. We study next those quadratic algebras which are non
quantized, this means they have coefficients cij=1. We homogenize them and
study its structure of constants in order to be isomorphic to the enveloping
algebra of a finite dimensional Lie algebra. We use the deshomogenization
process from [14] in order to characterize those algebras which are G-algebras.

We will study in this paper the following families of quadratic algebras:
Let k be a field and F=k <X1,X2,...Xn > the free algebra with n generators

and suppose there is a set S={fji |1≤ i <j≤ n}, where for all j>i fji=XjXi-

cijXiXj-dij, dij=
n∑
k=1

bkijXk+aij, with bkij,aij ∈ k, cij ∈ k -{0}, we denote by An

the quadratic algebra F/< S >, with I=< S > the two sided ideal generated
by S and let Bn be the homogenization of the quadratic algebra An defined
by generators and relations as follows: Bn=k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/Ih, where Ih is
the ideal generated by the homogenized relations of I:

fhji=XjXi-cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2, and the commutators XiZ-ZXi.

Conversely, given an homogeneous quadratic algebraBn=k <X1,...Xn,Z>/Ih,
where Ih is the ideal generated by the homogenized relations of I:

fhji=XjXi-cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2, and the commutators XiZ-ZXi. For any

element a ∈ k, there is a des homogenized algebra An,a defined as An,a=
k <X1,X2,...Xn >/Ia, with Ia the ideal generated by the des homogenized

relations faji=XjXi-cijXiXj-a
n∑
k=1

bkijXk-aija
2. When a=1 we write An instead of

An,1, and for a=0, An,0 is just the quantum polynomial rink kq[X1,X2,...Xn]=
k <X1,X2,...Xn >/ <XjXi -cijXiXj |j >i , cij ∈ k-{0} >.

In the following proposition we establish the relations between An,a and
Bn.

Proposition 2.1. Given an homogeneous quadratic algebra Bn=k <X1,X2,...
Xn ,Z>/Ih, with Ih is the ideal generated by the homogenized relations: fhji=XjXi-

cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2, and the commutators XiZ-ZXi, and for a ∈ k its des
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homogenization An,a =k <X1,X2,...Xn >/Ia, there is an isomorphism of k-
algebras: Bn/(Z-a)Bn

∼= An,a.

Proof. By the universal property of free algebras, there is a surjective mor-
phism of algebras ϕ:k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>→ An,a given by ϕ(Xi)=Xi+I and
ϕ(Z)=a.

It is clear that ϕ(XjXi-cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2)=0, ϕ(XiZ-ZXi)=0 and

ϕ(Z-a)=0. Therefore: ϕ induces a surjective homomorphism of k-algebras
ψ: Bn/(Z-a)Bn → An,a.

Every element of Bn can be written as a linear combination of Zkw, with
w a word in the letters X1,X2,...Xn. An element b of Bn is of the form

b=
k∑
i=1

fi(Z)wi with fi(Z)∈ k[Z] and wi a word in X1,X2,...Xn. Dividing by (Z-a)

we write fi(Z)= (Z-a)gi(Z)+fi(a) and b+(Z-a) Bn=
k∑
i=1

fi(a)wi+ (Z-a)Bn. Hence,

ψ(b+(Z-a) Bn)=0 implies
k∑
i=1

fi(a)wi ∈ I. This is:
k∑
i=1

fi(a)wi=
∑
γijf

a
ijγ
′
ij.

But fhji=XjXi-cijXiXj-
n∑
k=1

bkijZXk-aijZ
2=XjXi-cijXiXj-

n

a
∑
k=1

bkijXk-a
2aij+

a
n∑
k=1

bkij(a-Z)Xk+aij(a+Z)(a-Z). Therefore fhji+(Z-a) Bn=faji+(Z-a)Bn.

It follows b+(Z-a)Bn=0 and ψ is an isomorphism.

Corollary 2.2. For a homogeneous quadratic algebra Bn=k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>
/Ih, there is an isomorphism of (graded) k-algebras Bn/ZBn

∼= kq[X1,X2,...Xn].

Definition 2.3. Let F= k <X1,X2,...Xn > be the free algebra with n generators
and A=k <X1,X2,...Xn > /I the quotient by a two sided ideal. We say that
A= F/ I has a Poincare-Birkoff-Witt basis if every non zero element of A can
be written in a unique way as a polynomial

∑
cαXα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n , where the sum
is finite and cα ∈ k- {0} .

For a quadratic algebra A to have a finite Groebner basis it is equivalent
to have a PBW basis [1], [7],[8],[9], (see also[14]). Since we do not want to get
involved in this paper with the theory of non commutative Groebner basis, we
refer to [2] , [3], [10], [11] for more results on Groebner basis algebras, and use
here the following equivalent definition:

Definition 2.4. A quadratic algebra of the form A=k <X1,X2,...Xn > /I
with a PBW basis will be called a G-algebra and a graded algebra of the form
Bn= k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/Ih, with a PBW basis will be called a homogeneous
G-algebra.
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We are interested in algebras with a Poincare-Birkoff-Witt Basis (PBW for
short). In the next proposition we see that the property is preserved under
the process of homogenization-des homogenization.

Proposition 2.5. Let Bn= k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/Ih be a quadratic homogeneous
algebra, a ∈ k-{0} and An,a=k <X1,X2,...Xn >/Ia its des homogenization.
Then An,a has a PBW basis if and only if Bn has a PBW basis.

Proof. The relations, both in An and Bn, are of a re writing type, this is: we
commute the variables up to a certain constant and we get, in the first case,
elements of lower degree, in the second case, if we consider only the degree of
the words in X1,X2,...Xn, then we also get elements of lower degree. Hence
an induction argument on the degrees shows that the elements of An are of
the form

∑
cαXα, where the sum is finite, cα ∈ k-{0} and Xα =Xα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n ,
αi ∈ N∪{0}, and the elements of Bn are of the form

∑
ck,αZkXα , with the

sum finite and ck,α ∈ k-{0}.
In both cases, to have a PBW basis means that the expression is unique.
Assume An has a PBW basis. Since Bn is a positively graded algebra, to

prove that it has a PBW basis is enough to consider homogeneous elements∑
k+|α|=m

ck,αZkXα and show they are zero if and only if all ck,α=0.

As above
∑

k+|α|=m

ck,αZkXα+(Z-a) Bn=
∑

|α|=m-k

ck,αa
kXα+(Z-a) Bn.

Hence
∑

k+|α|=m

ck,αZkXα=0 in Bn, implies
∑

|α|=m-k

ck,αa
kXα=0 in An,a, and by

hypothesis all ck,α=0.
Assume conversely that Bn has ZkXα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n as PBW basis and as-
sume the finite sum

∑
cαXα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n is zero in An,a. Then in Bn we write∑
cαXα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n =(Z-a)b with b∈ Bn. The element b can be written as
b=Zkb0+Zk−1b1+... Zbk−1+bk, with each bi a polynomial in X1,X2,...Xn. Then∑

cαXα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n = Zk+1b0+Zk(b1-ab0)+Zk−1(b2-ab1)+...Z(bk-abk−1)-abk.

It follows
∑

cαXα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n =-abk and b0=b1=...=bk=0.

Therefore:
∑

cαXα1
1 Xα2

2 ...Xαn
n =0 in Bn and, by hypothesis, all cα=0.

Definition 2.6. Let M be a (graded) left Bn-module, the torsion part of M is
tZ(M)= {m∈M |there is a k≥ 0 with Zkm=0}.

Definition 2.7. Since Z is in the center of Bn the torsion part is a (graded
) submodule of M, we say M is torsion if tZ(M)=M and M is torsion free in
case tZ(M)=0.

We have an exact sequence: 0→tZ(M)→M→M/tZ(M)→0 with M/tZ(M)
torsion free.
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Consider the multiplicative subset S={1,Z,Z2,...}of k[Z]. The localization
k[Z]S={f/zn |n≥0} is a Z-graded algebra with homogeneous elements Zn/Zmof
degree n-m. It is clear k[Z]S =k[Z,Z−1], the Laurent polynomials.

The natural map: k[Z]→ k[Z,Z−1] is flat.
In this section we consider the graded localization:

(Bn)Z = Bn ⊗
k[Z]

k[Z,Z−1].

It is a Z-graded k-algebra with homogeneous elements b/Zkof degree (b/Zk)
= degree(b)-k.

We will study this algebra and its relations with the algebra An.
The natural map ϕ:Bn →(Bn)Z given by b→b⊗1 is a morphism of graded

algebras.
Given a graded Bn-module M the localization MZ =(Bn)Z⊗BM is a Z

graded module with degree k part (MZ)k={m/Z` ∈MZ | m homogeneous
of degree k+`}. The localization functor (Q : GrBn →Gr(Bn)Z

) Q: ModBn

→Mod(Bn)Z
M→MZ has kernel the (graded) Bn-modules of Z-torsion.

Proposition 2.8. Let Bn be a homogeneous G-algebra, M a Z-graded Bn-
module and MZ the graded localization, a∈ k-{0}. Then the graded (Bn)Z-
module MZ has degree k part (MZ)k isomorphic to MZ/(Z-a)MZ as (BnZ)0-
modules. In particular(BnZ)k ∼=BnZ/(Z-a)BnZ and there is a ring isomorphism
(BnZ)0

∼=BnZ/(Z-a)BnZ.

Proof. Assume M is of Z-torsion. Then MZ=0 and (MZ)k =MZ/(Z-a)MZ=0.
Furthermore, for m∈M, m6=0 there is an integer k>0 such that Zkm=0=

((Z-a)+a)km=akm+(Z-a)f(Z)m. Hence m∈(Z-a)M and M/(Z-a)M=0.
In the general case tZ(M)Z=0 implies MZ

∼=(M/tZ(M))Z and tZ(M)/(Z-a)
tZ(M)=0 implies M/(Z-a)M=(M/tZ(M))/(Z-a)(M/tZ(M)). We can assume M
is Z-torsion free.

Consider the composition map of (BnZ)0 -modules ϕ=jπ, (MZ)k
j→ MZ

π→
MZ/(Z-a) MZ , with j natural inclusion and π projection.

Then ϕ(m/Z`)=0 implies m/Z`=(Z-a)n/Zt with n∈M, assume m6=0 . Then
Ztm=(Z-a)Z`n with n∈M and there is a decomposition in homogeneous compo-
nents Z`n=n1+n2+...nr with deg(ni)>deg(ni+1). Then Ztm=Zn1+Zn2+...Znr-
(n1+n2+...nr) with deg(Zni)>deg(Zni+1), but this is a contradiction. It follows
ϕ is injective.

The map ϕ is surjective.
Let n/Zt+(Z-a)MZ be an element of MZ/(Z-a)MZ with n=n1+n2+...nr

and deg(ni)¿deg(ni+1), ti=deg(n1)-deg(ni), m’ is the homogeneous element of
degree deg(n1), m’=n1+a−t2n2Zt2+...a−trnrZ

tr .
The element m’ can be re written as m’=n1+n2+...nr+(Z-a)f(Z)n’. There-

fore: n/Zt+(Z-a)MZ= m’/Zt+(Z-a)MZ .
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Case 1: deg(m’)-t >k. Then deg(m’)-t =k+s and deg(m’/Zt+s)=k. As
before, m’/Zt=Zs(m′/Zt+s)=((Z-a)+a))s(m′/Zt+s) implies m’/Zt+(Z-a)MZ=
asm′/Zt+s+ (Z-a)MZ with deg(asm′/Zt+s)=k.

The case 2, deg(m’)-t<k follows in a similar fashion.
Observe that ϕ=jπ: (BnZ)0 →BnZ/(Z-a)BnZ is a ring homomorphism, by

what we already proved it is an isomorphism.

We have next the following:

Proposition 2.9. Let Bn be a homogeneous G-algebra, a∈ k-{0}, M an arbi-
trary (graded) Bn-module and MZ the localization (graded) MZ =(Bn)Z⊗BM.
Then there is an isomorphism of Bn-modules M/(Z-a)M∼=MZ/(Z-a) MZ.

Proof. By the same arguments as in the previous proposition we may as-
sume M is Z-torsion free. Let µ:M→MZ be the canonical map µ(m)=m/1,
π: MZ →MZ/(Z-a) MZ the projection and ϕ = πµ the composition of both
maps. It is clear that (Z-a)M is contained in the kernel of ϕ and we have a
commutative diagram of Bn -modules and maps:

M
µ−→ MZ

π−→ MZ/(Z-a)MZ

q ↘ ↗ ψ
M/(Z-a)M

Let m be in the kernel of, then m/1=(Z-a)w/Z`and Z`m=(Z-a)w, as before
Z`m=((Z-a)+a)`m=a`m+(Z-a)f(Z)w hence, m=(Z-a)a−`(w-f(Z)m)∈(Z-a)M.

We prove now that ψ is surjective.
Let w/Z`+(Z-a)MZ be an element of MZ/(Z-a)MZ , using again the same

reduction w/1=Z`(w/Z`)=((Z-a)+a)`w/Z`=a`w/Z`+(Z-a)f(Z)w/Z`.
Therefore: w/Z`+(Z-a)MZ =a−`w/1+(Z-a)MZ and ψ(a−`w/1+(Z-a)M)=

w/Z`+(Z-a)MZ .

We obtain the following

Corollary 2.10. i) With the above notation, there exists ring isomorphisms:
((Bn)Z)0

∼= Bn/(Z-a)Bn
∼=(Bn)Z/(Z-a)(Bn)Z ∼= An,a.

ii) The isomorphism M/(Z-a)M∼=MZ/(Z-a) MZ is an isomorphism of
((Bn)Z)0-modules.

Proof. i) The maps Bn
µ−→ BnZ

π−→Bn Z/(Z-a)BnZ are ring maps.
ii) The isomorphism M/(Z-a)M∼=MZ/(Z-a) MZ is an isomorphism of Bn-

modules, hence of Bn/(Z-a)Bn
∼=((Bn)Z)0-modules.

Corollary 2.11. Let 0→L→M→N→0 be an exact sequence of graded Bn-
modules and a∈ k-{0}. Then the sequence 0→L/(Z-a)L→M/(Z-a)M→
N/(Z-a)N→0 is exact.
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Proof. Localizing we have an exact sequence: 0→LZ →MZ →NZ →0 of graded
BnZ-modules, hence the degree zero part 0→ (LZ)0 →(MZ)0 →(NZ)0 →0 is
exact. But this sequence is isomorphic to the sequence

0→L/(Z-a)L→M/(Z-a)M→N/(Z-a)N→0.

We will need the following results from [14].

Theorem 2.12. There exists a graded rings isomorphism:
An ⊗

k
k[Z,Z−1]−→ Bn ⊗

k[Z]
k[Z,Z−1].

The inclusion k −→ k[Z,Z−1] induces a flat morphism:
An −→ An ⊗

k
k[Z,Z−1]=An[Z,Z−1].

There is a pair of adjoint functors: An[Z,Z−1]⊗-: ModAn −→GrAn[Z,Z−1],
resA: GrAn[Z,Z−1] −→ModAn , where resA is the restriction.

The following result [14] is a particular case of a theorem given by Dade
[5].

Theorem 2.13. The functors resA, An[Z,Z−1]⊗- are exact inverse equiva-
lences.

Corollary 2.14. The equivalences resA, An[Z,Z−1]⊗- preserve projective mod-
ules, irreducible modules, send left ideals to left ideals giving an order preserv-
ing bijection.

2.2 Non quantized G-algebras

In this subsection we consider the class of non quantized quadratic algebras
and characterize by means of its structure of constants, those that are G-
algebras. The strategy that we will follow is to homogenize the algebra and
to find conditions for the algebra in order to be isomorphic to the enveloping
algebra of a Lie algebra then using the des homogenization process to go back
to the original algebra and check that we have the same conditions on the
constants.

A non quantized quadratic algebra is of the form An=k <X1,X2,...Xn >/
<XiXj-XjXi-

∑
bkijXk-aij >. These are the algebras considered before with

cij=1for all i 6=j. We want to give conditions in the constants {bkij}1≤i,j,k≤n and
{aij}1≤i,j≤n in order An to have a PBW basis.

Given any associative algebra R it is well known that R become a Lie
algebra when defining the Lie product [r,s]=rs-sr.In our case we have:

[Xi,Xj]=XiXj-XjXi=
∑
k

bkijXk+aij.

It follows [[Xi,Xj],Xt]=
∑
k

bkij[Xk,Xt]+[aij,Xt ]=
∑̀

(
∑
k

bkijb
`
kt)X`+

∑
k

bkijakt.
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Similarly, [[Xt,Xi],Xj]=
∑̀

(
∑
k

bktib
`
kj)X`+

∑
k

bktiakj.

and [[Xj,Xt],Xi]=
∑̀

(
∑
k

bkjtb
`
ki)X`+

∑
k

bkjtaki.

Therefore: [[Xi,Xj],Xt]+ [[Xt,Xi],Xj]+ [[Xj,Xt],Xi]=0, implies:∑̀
(
∑
k

bkijb
`
kt+bktib

`
kj+bkjtb

`
ki)X`+

∑
k

(bkijakt+bktiakj+bkjtaki)=0.

If we assume An is a G-algebra, then we have equations:
*)

∑
k

bkijb
`
kt+bktib

`
kj+bkjtb

`
ki=0 and **)

∑
k

(bkijakt+bktiakj+bkjtaki)=0.

We want to prove that conditions *) and **) are also sufficient, this is a
little more involved. We homogenize first the algebra An.

We denote by An(Z) the quadratic algebra An(Z)=k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/<XiXj-
XjXi-

∑
bkijXk-aijZ, for i 6=j, XiZ-ZXi >. It follows from the definition bkji=-bkij.

We compute again Jacobi’s identity:
[[Xi,Xj],Xt]=

∑̀
(
∑
k

bkijb
`
kt)X`+(

∑
k

bkijakt)Z,

[[Xt,Xi],Xj]=
∑̀

(
∑
k

bktib
`
kj)X`+(

∑
k

bktiakj)Z,

[[Xj,Xt],Xi]=
∑̀

(
∑
k

bkjtb
`
ki)X`+(

∑
k

bkjtaki)Z.

Then [[Xi,Xj],Xt]+ [[Xt,Xi],Xj]+ [[Xj,Xt],Xi]=0, implies:∑̀
(
∑
k

bkijb
`
kt+bktib

`
kj+bkjtb

`
ki)X`+(

∑
k

(bkijakt+bktiakj+bkjtaki))Z=0.

If we assume An(Z) is a G-algebra, then we have again equations:
*)

∑
k

bkijb
`
kt+bktib

`
kj+bkjtb

`
ki=0 and **)

∑
k

(bkijakt+bktiakj+bkjtaki)=0.

We will need the following:

Lemma 2.15. Let An(Z) the quadratic algebra above considered, a∈ k-{0}, k
an infinite field. Then

i) An(Z)/(Z-a)An(Z) is isomorphic to An,a=k <X1,X2,...Xn,>/<XiXj-XjXi-∑
bkijXk-aija, for i 6=j> .
ii) The quadratic algebra An(Z) has a PBW basis if and only if for every

a∈ k-{0} An,a has a PBW basis.

Proof. i) The proof is as in Proposition 2.1 and it will not be given here.
ii) Let us assume An(Z) has a PBW basis. Since the relations in An,a are

of re writing type any element of An,a can be written in the form
∑

cαXαwith
cα ∈ k, cα=0 for all but a finite number of α and Xα=Xα1

1 Xα2
2 ...Xαn

n .We must
prove that

∑
cαXα=0 implies cα=0 .

Assume
∑

cαXα ∈(Z-a)An(Z). This means
∑

cαXα=(Z-a)b with b∈An(Z).
Since we are assuming An(Z) has PBW basis b=Zk+1b0+Zkb1+...Zbk−1+bk

and each bi a polynomial in X1,X2,...Xk.
Then

∑
cαXα=Zk+1b0+Zk(b1-ab0)+Zk−1(b2-ab1)+...Z(bk-abk−1)-abk.

Since on the left side there is no Z, b0=0, b1=ab0=0 bk−1=abk−2=0, bk=
abk−1=0.
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Therefore
∑

cαXα=0 in An(Z) and each cα=0.

Asume An,a has a PBW basis. The relations on An(Z) are of re writing
type (they commute module an element of lower degree) each element can be
written as

∑
cα(Z)Xα, where the sum is finite and cα(Z) is a polynomial in Z,

cα(Z)=Zk+c1Zk-1+...ck−1Z+ck=((Z-a)+a)k+c1((Z-a)+a)k-1+...ck-1((Z-a)+a)+ck

=(Z-a)f(Z)+cα(a).∑
cα(Z)Xα=0 in An(Z) implies

∑
cα(a)Xα=0 in An(Z)/(Z-a)An(Z)∼=An,a.

By hypothesis cα(a)=0 for all a∈ k-{0}, k an infinite field implies cα(Z)=0.

We can prove now the main result of the section.

Theorem 2.16. Let An=k <X1,X2,...Xn,>/<XiXj-XjXi-
∑

bkijXk-aij, for
i 6=j> be a non quantic quadratic algebra. Then An is a G-algebra if and only
if the constants {bkij} and {aij} satisfy conditions *) and **).

Proof. We proved that if An is a G-algebra then conditions *) and **) are
satisfied.

Assume now the constants {bkij} and {aij} satisfy conditions *) and **).
Then in the homogenized quadratic algebra An(Z)=k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/

<XiXj-XjXi-
∑
k

bkijXk-aijZ, i6=j, XiZ-ZXi > the constants {bkij} and {aij} sat-

isfy conditions *) and **).
Let V be a finite dimensional k-vector space with basis x1, x2,...xn,z and let

us define a product on the basis by [xi,xj]=
∑
k

bkijXk+aijZ , [xi,xi]=0=[z,z], and

extend it linearly, this is for u=
n∑
i=1

cixi+c0z and v=
n∑
i=1

dixi+d0z, [u,v]=
∑
i 6=j

cidj

xi,xj
∑
i 6=j

cidj(
∑
k

bkijXk+aijZ).

We compute Jacobi’s identity, first on the basis.
[[xi,xj],x`]=

∑
r

(
∑
k

bkijb
r
k`)xr+(

∑
k

bkijak`)z

Similarly, [[x`,xi],xj]=
∑
r

(
∑
k

bk`ib
r
kj)xr+(

∑
k

bk`iakj)z

and [[xj,x`],xi]=
∑
r

(
∑
k

bkj`b
r
ki)xr+(

∑
k

bkjiaki)z

Therefore: [[xi,xj],x`]+[[x`,xi],xj]+ [[xj,x`],xi]=
∑
r

(
∑
k

bkijb
r
k`+bk`ib

r
kj+bkj`b

r
ki)

xr+ (
∑
k

bkijak`+bk`iakj+bkj`aki)z.

By *) and **) we have [[xi,xj],x`]+[[x`,xi],xj]+ [[xj,x`],xi]=0.

In the general case u=
n∑
i=1

cixi+c0z, v=
n∑
i=1

dixi+d0z , w=
n∑
i=1

bixi+b0z.

We have [[u,v],w]=
∑
i,j,`

b`cidj[[xi,xj],x`], [[w,u],v]=
∑
i,j,`

b`cidj [[xj,x`],xi] and

[[u,v],w]=
∑
i,j,`

b`cidj [[xj,x`],xi].
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Therefore: [[u,v],w]+ [[w,u],v]+ [[u,v],w]=
∑
i,j,`

b`cidj( [[xi,xj],x`]+[[x`,xi] ,xj]+

[[xj,x`],xi] )=0.
We have proved (V,[,] ) is a finite dimensional Lie algebra. its Universal En-

veloping Algebra U(V) is isomorphic to An(Z)= k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z,>/<XiXj-
XjXi- [Xi,Xj], XiZ-ZXi-[Xi,Z]¿.

By a general result on Lie algebras [6], U(V) has a PBW basis, hence An(Z)
has a PBW basis, by Lemma 2.15 An has a PBW basis.

3 Hopf algebras over a commutative ring

In this section we consider quadratic Hopf algebras over a commutative ring.
We give applications to the homogenized algebra of the enveloping algebra of
a finite dimensional Lie algebra, generalizing results from [13].

For completeness we recall the definition of a Hopf algebra and refer to [4],
[16] for basic properties.

Definition 3.1. Let R be a commutative ring, a R-algebra A is an R-module
together with two maps m:A⊗RA→A and u:R→A satisfying the following con-
ditions:

a) the diagram

A⊗R A⊗R A
m⊗1→ A⊗R A

↓ 1⊗m ↓ m
A⊗R A

m→ A

commutes
and b) the diagram

A⊗R A
u⊗ 1 ↗ ↖ 1⊗ u

R⊗R A ↓ m A⊗R R
↘ ↙

s A s

commutes, with s multiplication.

Dualizing the diagrams we obtain the definition of a coalgebra.

Definition 3.2. A R -coalgebra is a R-module A together with two maps, the
comultiplication ∆:A→A⊗RA and the counity ε:A→R such that the coassocia-
tivity and counity axioms hold, this is: the following two diagrams commute

A⊗R A⊗R A
∆⊗1←− A⊗R A

↑ 1⊗∆ ↑ ∆

A⊗R A
∆←− A
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A⊗R A
ε⊗ 1 ↙ ↘ 1⊗ ε

R⊗R A ↑ ∆ A⊗R R
↖ ↗

1⊗ A ⊗1

Definition 3.3. Let A, B be R-algebras, a R-homomorphism θ:A→B is a
R-algebra homomorphism if the diagrams

A
θ→ B

m ↑ ↑ m
A⊗R A

θ⊗θ→ B⊗R B

and

A
θ→ B

↑ u ↑ u
R

1→ R

commute.

We have the dual definition.

Definition 3.4. Let A, B be R-coalgebras, a R-homomorphism f :A→B is a
R-coalgebra homomorphism if the diagrams

A
f→ B

∆ ↓ ↓
A⊗R A

f⊗f→ B⊗R B

and

A
f→ B

↓ ε ↓ ε
R

1→ R

commute.

Definition 3.5. A R-bialgebra is R-module A together with operations (A,m,u,
∆,ε ) such that (A,m,u ) is a R-algebra, (A,∆,ε ) is a R-coalgebra such that
either of the two conditions hold:

1) The maps ∆, ε are R-algebra homomorphisms.
2) The maps m,u are R-coalgebra homomorphisms.
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Lemma 3.6. Let k be a field and k[Z] the polynomial ring in one variable, the
algebra A=k[Z]⊗kk <X1,X2,...Xn > is a free k[Z]-algebra, this means that it
satisfies the following universal property: given a k[Z]-algebra Λ and elements
λ1,λ2,...λn of Λ, there is a unique homomorphism φ:k[Z]⊗kk <X1,X2,...Xn >→
Λ of k[Z]-algebras such that φ(f)=f for f∈ k[Z] and φ(Xi)=λi.

Proof. There is an isomorphism of k[Z]-algebras k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/
<XiZ-ZXi >∼= k[Z]⊗kk <X1,X2,...Xn >. We know there is a unique map
Ψ:k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>→ Λ of k-algebras such that Ψ(Z)=Z and Ψ(Xi)=λi.
Then Ψ(XiZ-ZXi)=0 and there is a map φ : k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z>/<XiZ-ZXi >→
Λ. It is clear that the map has the desired properties and it is unique.

We are in particular interested in the following two examples:

Example 3.7. The free algebra over a field k, A=k¡X1,X2,...Xn >is a coalgebra
with comultiplication in the free algebra basis given by ∆(Xi)=Xi⊗1+1⊗Xi and
extended to a word w=Xi1Xi2...Xim by ∆(w)=∆(Xi1)∆(Xi2)...∆(Xim).
∆ extends linearly to a morphism of k-algebras:

∆:k <X1,X2,...Xn >→ k <X1,X2,...Xn > ⊗kk <X1,X2,...Xn >,
define ε :.k <X1,X2,...Xn >→ k by ε(c)=c for c∈ k and ε(Xi)=0, A is a
k-bialgebra.

In a similar way, we consider free k[Z]- algebras A
= k[Z]⊗kk <X1,X2,...Xn >= k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn >.

Example 3.8. The free k[Z]- algebra A=k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn > is a coalgebra
with comultiplication ∆:k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn >→ k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn >
⊗k[Z]k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn > given by ∆(Xi)=Xi⊗k[Z]1+1⊗k[Z]Xi and extended as
in example 3.7. We define ε:k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn >→ k[Z] by ε(Z)=Z , ε(1)=1
and ε(Xi)=0. A is a k[Z]-bialgebra.

The following lemma is well known we give the proof for completeness.

Lemma 3.9. Let Λ be any ring and consider the following commutative exact
diagram:

A′
j′→ B′

π′→ C′ → 0
↓ t ↓ r ↓ s

A
j→ B

π→ C → 0
↓ g ↓ f ↓ h

A′′
j′′→ B′′

π′′→ C′′ → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0

Then Ker(hπ)=Ker(π′′f)=r(B’)+j(A), hence there is an isomorphism of Λ-
modules C′′ ∼=B/(r(B’)+j(A)).
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Proof. By diagram chasing.
Let b∈B with hπ(b)=0. Then there is a c’∈C’ with s(c’)=π(b) and since π′is

surjective, there is b’∈B’ with π′(b’)=c’. Hence, sπ′(b’)=πr(b’)=s(c´)=π(b)
and b-r(b’)∈Kerπ=j(A), there is a∈A with b=j(a)+r(b’)∈j(A)+r(B′).

Conversely, if b∈B is of the form b=j(a)+r(b’) with a∈A, b’∈B′, then
hπ(b)= hπj(a)+hπr(b’)=hπr(b’)=π′′fr(b’)=0.

Definition 3.10. Let R be a commutative ring and (C, ∆, ε) a R-coalgebra,
let I be a R-submodule of C and j:I→C be the natural inclusion. We have R
submodules of j⊗1(I⊗RC),1⊗j(C⊗RI) and j⊗1(I⊗RC)+1⊗j(C⊗RI) of C⊗RC.
Then I is a R-coideal of C if the comultiplication ∆:C→C⊗RC induces a R-
map ∆:I→ j⊗1(C⊗RI)+1⊗j(I⊗RC) and the counity ε:C→ R satisfies ε(I)=0.

In case the R-colagebra C is a flat R-module the first condition on a
coideal takes the simpler form: I⊗RC+C⊗RI is a submodule of C⊗RC and
∆:C→C⊗RC induces a R- map ∆:I→ C⊗RI+I⊗RC .

Lemma 3.11. Let R be a commutative ring, F a R-module and I a R-submodule

of F, the exact sequence 0→I
j→F

π→F/I→0 induces an exact sequence:

(I⊗R F)⊕ (F⊗R I)

 j⊗ 1
1⊗ j


→ F⊗R F

π⊗π→ (F/I)⊗R (F/I)→ 0

In particular if F is flat, (I⊗RF+F⊗RI) is a submodule of F⊗F and there
is an isomorphism (F⊗F)/(I⊗RF+F⊗RI)∼=(F/I)⊗R(F/I).

Proof. Th exact sequence 0→I
j→F

π→F/I→0 induces a commutative exact di-
agram:

I⊗R I
j⊗1I→ F⊗R I

π⊗1I→ F/I⊗ I → 0
↓ 1I ⊗ j ↓ 1F ⊗ j ↓ 1F/I ⊗ j

I⊗R F
j⊗1F→ F⊗R F

π⊗1F→ F/I⊗R F → 0
↓ 1I ⊗ π ↓ 1F ⊗ π ↓ 1F/I ⊗ π
I⊗R F/I

j⊗1F/I→ F⊗R F/I
π⊗1F/I→ F/I⊗R F/I → 0

↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0

the result follows from Lemma 3.9.

Lemma 3.12. Let R be a commutative ring (C, ∆, ε) a R-colagebra and I is
a coideal of C. Then C/I is a coalgebra with induced comultiplication ∆ and
induced counity ε.
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Proof. By definition of coideal the map ∆ induces a commutative exact dia-
gram

I
∆′→ j⊗ 1(C⊗R I)+1⊗ j(I⊗R C)

↓ j ↓ j′

C
∆→ C⊗R C

↓ π ↓ π ⊗ π
C/I

∆→ C/I⊗R C/I
↓ ↓
0 0

and (π ⊗ π)∆=∆π.

Tensoring with C the second square induces a commutative diagram

C⊗R C
∆⊗1→ C⊗R C⊗R C

↓ π ⊗ 1 ↓ π ⊗ π ⊗ 1

C/I⊗R C
∆⊗1→ C/I⊗R C/I⊗R C

We also have the commutative diagram

C/I⊗R C
∆⊗1→ C/I⊗R C/I⊗R C

↓ 1⊗ π ↓ 1⊗ 1⊗ π
C/I⊗R C

∆⊗1→ C/I⊗R C/I⊗R C/I

composing both diagrams we obtain the commutative square

C⊗R C
∆⊗1→ C⊗R C⊗R C

↓ π ⊗ π ↓ π ⊗ π ⊗ π
C/I⊗R C/I

∆⊗1→ C/I⊗R C/I⊗R C/I

an analogues calculation produces the commutative square

C⊗R C
1⊗∆→ C⊗R C⊗R C

↓ π ⊗ π ↓ π ⊗ π ⊗ π
C/I⊗R C/I

1⊗∆→ C/I⊗R C/I⊗R C/I

We have a cube of maps
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C⊗R C 1⊗∆
∆ ↗ ↓ π ⊗ π ↘

C ∆ C/I⊗R C/I 1⊗∆ C⊗R C⊗R C
↓ π ↗ ↘ ↗ ↓ π ⊗ π ⊗ π
C/I ↘ ∆ C⊗R C ∆⊗ 1 C/I⊗R C/I⊗R C/I

↘ ↓ π ⊗ π ↗
∆ C/I⊗R C/I ∆⊗ 1

In the cube all sides except perhaps the bottom square commute. It follows
( ∆⊗ 1)∆π=(1⊗∆)∆π and π an epimorphism implies ( ∆⊗ 1)∆=(1⊗∆)∆.

We have proved that the square

C/I
∆→ C/I⊗R C/I

↓ ∆ ↓ 1⊗∆

C/I⊗R C/I
∆⊗1→ C/I⊗R C/I⊗R C/I

By hypothesis the counity ε:C→R factors C
π→C/I

ε→R, επ=ε.
We have commutative squares:

C⊗R C
1⊗ε→ C⊗R R

↓ π ⊗ π ↓ π ⊗ 1

C/I⊗R C/I
1⊗ε→ C/I⊗R R

,
C⊗R C

ε⊗1→ R⊗R C
↓ π ⊗ π ↓ 1⊗ π

C/I⊗R C/I
ε⊗1→ R⊗R C/I

and

C
⊗1→ R⊗R C

↓ π ↓ 1⊗ π
C/I

⊗1→ R⊗R C/I

,
C

1⊗→ C⊗R R
↓ π ↓ π ⊗ 1

C/I
1⊗→ C/I⊗R R

As we saw above we also have the commutative square:

C
∆→ C⊗R C

↓ π ↓ π ⊗ π
C/I

∆→ C/I⊗R C/I

Then it is clear the commutative diagram

C⊗R C
ε⊗ 1 ↙ ↘ 1⊗ ε

R⊗R C ↑ ∆ C⊗R R
↖ ↗

1⊗ C ⊗1
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induces a commutative diagram

C/I⊗R C/I
ε⊗ 1 ↙ ↘ 1⊗ ε

R⊗R C/I ↑ ∆ C/I⊗R R
↖ ↗

1⊗ C/I ⊗1

We have proved (C/I, ∆,ε ) is a coalgebra.

Definition 3.13. Let A be a bialgebra over a commutative ring R, I⊂A is a
biideal if I is both an ideal and a coideal of A.

From this definition and the previous lemma it immediately follows.

Proposition 3.14. Let A be a bialgebra over a commutative ring R, and I⊂A
a biideal if I. Then A/I is a bialgebra.

Definition 3.15. Let R-be a commutative ring and A=(A,m,u,∆,ε) a R-bi
algebra. Then an antipode of A is a R-homomorphism S:A→A such that the
diagram

A⊗R A
m→ A

m←− A⊗R A
1⊗ S ↑ ↑ uε ↑ S⊗ 1

A⊗R A
∆←− A

∆−→ A⊗R A

commutes.
A bialgebra with antipode is called a Hopf algebra.

Definition 3.16. Let R-be a commutative ring and A=(A,m,u,∆,ε,S) a R-
Hopf algebra. Then a Hopf ideal is a bi ideal I such that S(I)⊂I.

The next proposition is easy to check, we leave the details to the reader.

Proposition 3.17. Let R-be a commutative ring, A=(A,m,u,∆,ε,S) a Hopf
R-algebra, I a Hopf ideal. Then A/I is a Hopf algebra.

We come back now to the examples we are interested.

Example 3.18. i) Let k be a field, the free k-algebra A=k <X1,X2,...Xn >
is a bialgebra with comultiplication given in the basis by ∆(Xi)=Xi⊗1+1⊗Xi,
counity ε:.k <X1,X2,...Xn >→ k given by ε(c)=c for c∈ k and ε(Xi)=0, and
antipode S:A→A defined for a word w=Xi1Xi2...Xik of A by S(w)=
(-1)kXikXik−1

...Xi1 and extend it linearly to A. A is a Hopf k-algebra.
ii) Let A be the free algebra considered in i) and I the ideal I generated

by the commutators [Xi,Xj]=XiXj-XjXi. Then A/I∼= k[X1,X2,...Xn]is a Hopf
algebra.
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iii) The free algebra A=k <X1,X2,...Xn,Y1,Y2,...Ym > is (by i) a Hopf al-
gebra and I=< [Xi, Yj]> is a Hopf ideal, hence k <X1,X2,...Xn,Y1,Y2,...Ym >
/I∼= k <X1,X2,...Xn > ⊗k <Y1,Y2,...Ym > is a Hopf algebra. In particular
the k[Z] free algebra k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn >is a k-Hopf algebra.

Example 3.19. Let k be a field, the free k-algebra A=k <X1,X2,...Xn >, the
Hopf algebra of the Example 3.18. It is easy to check that the ideal I=<XiXj-
XjXi-

∑
k

bkijXk > is a Hopf ideal, in particular we recover the fact that the

Universal Enveloping Algebra of a finite dimensional Lie algebra is a Hopf
algebra.

Example 3.20. i) The free k[Z]- algebra A=k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn > is a coalgebra
with comultiplication ∆:k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn >→ k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn >
⊗k[Z]k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn > given by ∆(Xi)=Xi⊗k[Z]1+1⊗Xi and extended as in
Example 3. 8. Define the counity by ε:k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn >→ k[Z] by ε(Z)=Z,
ε(1)=1 and ε(Xi)=0, the antipode S: k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn >→ k[Z]<X1,X2...Xn >
by S(f)=f for all f∈ k[Z] for a word w=Xi1Xi2...Xik in the X’s by S(w)=
(-1)kXikXik−1

...Xi1.Then k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn > is a Hopf k[Z]- algebra.
ii) The ideal <XiXj-XjXi-

∑
k

bkijXkZ> is a Hopf ideal, and k[Z]<X1,X2,...Xn >

/<XiXj-XjXi-
∑
k

bkijXkZ> is a Hopf k[Z]- algebra isomorphic to k <X1,X2,...Xn

,Z> /<XiXj-XjXi-
∑
k

bkijXkZ, XiZ-ZXi >, in particular the homogenized en-

veloping algebra of a Lie algebra is a Hopf k[Z]-algebra.

A well known example of a Hopf algebra is the group algebra kG with G
a group and k a field, comultiplication ∆ : kG → kG ⊗k kG the diagonal
map ∆(g)=g⊗g, for g∈G, co unity ε(1)=1 and ε(g)=0, for g∈ G and antipode
S(g)=g−1, for g∈G. In this case the tensor product M⊗kGN of two kG-modules
M,N is a kG-module with diagonal product g(m⊗n)=gm⊗gn, for g∈G, and
Homk(M,N) is a kG-module with product, g∈ G,f∈Homk(M,N), g•f defined
for m∈M as g•f(m)=gf(g−1m).

These definitions extend to any Hopf R-algebra, R a commutative ring.
Let A=(A,m,u,∆,ε,S) a Hopf R-algebra with R a commutative ring, M,N

two A-modules the tensor product M⊗RN is a A⊗RA-module with multipli-
cation a⊗ b(m⊗n)=am⊗bn, let µ:(A⊗RA)⊗R(M⊗RN)→M⊗RN be the multi-
plication map. Then we have the composition of R-modules maps

A⊗R (M⊗R N)
∆⊗1

→ ( A⊗R A)⊗R (M⊗R N)
µ→ M⊗R N

and µ∆ ⊗ 1gives M⊗RN the structure of A-module. In Swedler notation
∆(a)=

∑
a1⊗a2 and a(m⊗n)=

∑
a1m⊗a2n.

Analogously, we define a structure of A-module in HomR(M,N) as follows:
HomR(M,N) is a A⊗RA-module with structure (a⊗b)f(m)=af(bm) for a,b∈A,
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f∈HomR(M,N). Then the multiplication structure is given by the composition
of maps:

A⊗R(HomR(M,N) )
∆⊗(1⊗S)

→ ( A⊗RA)⊗RHomR(M,N)
mA⊗RA→ HomR(M,N) and

mA⊗RA multiplication.
In Swedler notation the product a•f is defined for each a∈A, f∈HomR(M,N),

m∈M by a•f(m)=
∑

a1f(S(a2)m).

3.1 The homogenized enveloping algebra of a Lie alge-
bra

In this subsection we apply our previous results to the homogenized enveloping
algebra of a finite dimensional Lie algebra Bn and study at the level of module
categories the relations among the algebras Bn its graded localization BnZ and
its des homogenization An,a.

The algebra Bn is of the form Bn=k <X1,X2,...Xn,Z> /<XiXj-XjXi-
∑
k

bkijXkZ, XiZ-ZXi > where the constants {bkij} satisfy equations *) and (trivially
**) of Section 2.2.

The algebra Bn is a Hopf k[Z]-algebra, positively graded as k-algebra, the
comultiplication ∆ :Bn →Bn⊗k[Z]Bn, ∆(1)=1⊗k[Z]1,∆(Z)=Z(1⊗k[Z]1),∆(Xi)=
Xi⊗k[Z]1+1⊗k[Z]Xi, the counity ε :Bn → k[Z], ε(1)=1,ε(Z)=Z, ε(Xi)=0 and
the antipode S:Bn →Bn S( Xi1Xi2 ...Xik)=(-1)kXikXik−1

...Xi1 are maps in degree
zero. This means Bn=(Bn,m,u,∆,ε,S) is a graded Hopf k[Z]-algebra.

The graded localization BnZ=Bn ⊗k[Z] k[Z,Z−1] induces an isomorphism of
algebras Bn⊗k[Z]Bn⊗k[Z]k[Z,Z−1]∼=(Bn⊗k[Z]k[Z,Z−1])⊗k[Z,Z−1](Bn⊗k[Z]k[Z,Z−1])

Localizing the diagrams that give Bn the structure of Hopf k[Z]-algebra we
obtain commutative diagrams:

BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] Bn
m⊗1→ BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ

↓ 1⊗m ↓ m

BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] Bn
m→ BnZ

and

BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ

uZ ⊗ 1 ↗ ↖ 1⊗ uZ
k[Z,Z−1]⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ ↓ mZ BnZ ⊗k[Z.Z−1] k[Z,Z−1]

↘ ↙
sZ BnZ sZ

Hence BnZ is a k[Z,Z−1]-algebra.
The commutative diagrams:
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BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] Bn ⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ
∆Z⊗1←− BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ

↑ 1⊗∆Z ↑ ∆Z

BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ
∆Z←− BnZ

and

BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ

εZ ⊗ 1 ↙ ↘ 1⊗ εZ
k[Z,Z−1]⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ ↑ ∆Z BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] k[Z,Z−1]

↖ ↗
1⊗ BnZ ⊗1

Show BnZ is a k[Z,Z−1]-bialgebra and the diagram

BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ
mZ→ BnZ

mZ←− BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ

1⊗ SZ ↑ ↑ uZεZ ↑ SZ ⊗ 1

BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ
∆Z←− BnZ

∆Z−→ BnZ ⊗k[Z,Z−1] BnZ

proves the bialgebra BnZ has an antipode.
We have proved BnZ is a graded Hopf k[Z,Z−1]-algebra.
In a similar way for a∈ k-{0} we have isomorphisms Bn⊗k[Z]Bn ⊗k[Z]

k[Z]/(Z-a)∼= (Bn⊗k[Z] k[Z]/(Z-a))⊗k[Z]/(Z−a)(Bn⊗k[Z] k[Z]/(Z-a)), this is: there
is an isomorphism of k-algebras:

(Bn⊗k[Z]Bn)/<Z-a>∼= Bn/<Z-a>⊗k[Z]Bn/<Z-a>, which induces as above
a structure of Hopf k-algebra in the deshomogenized algebra Bn/<Z-a>∼=An,a.

The localization functor -⊗ k[Z,Z−1]:ModBn →ModBnZ
is exact and induces

a graded localization -⊗ k[Z,Z−1]: GrBn →GrBnZ
.We proved above that the

functor k[Z]/(Z-a))⊗k[Z]/(Z−a)-:GrBn →ModAn,a from the category of graded
left Bn -modules to the category of left modules over the homogenized algebra
is exact, furthermore the localization MZ of the graded Bn-module M has in
degree zero the Bn/(Z-a)Bn-module (MZ)0

∼=M/(Z-a)M≡MZ/(Z-a)MZ .

Definition 3.21. Let R be a commutative ring and C=(C,∆,ε) be a R coalge-
bra. Then a left C-comodule is a R-module M and a map ρ:M→C ⊗R M such
that the diagrams

M
ρ→ C⊗R M

↓ ρ ↓ 1⊗∆

C⊗R M
1⊗ρ→ C⊗R M

,
M

ρ→ C⊗R M
-⊗ 1 ↘ ↓ ε⊗ 1

R⊗R M

commute.
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Using the same arguments as before it follows that given a left Bn -comodule
M the localization MZ is a left BnZ- comodule and the quotient M/(Z-a)M is a
Bn/(Z-a)Bn-comodule. We have functors:- ⊗ k[Z,Z−1]: ComodBn →ComodBnZ

and k[Z]/(Z-a))⊗k[Z]/(Z−a)-:ComodBn →ComodAn,a between the corresponding
categories of comodules.

We end the section with the following:

Theorem 3.22. Let Bn be the homogenized enveloping k-algebra of a finite
dimensional Lie algebra, BnZ the graded localization, and Bn/(Z-a)Bn

∼=An,a

the des homogenization. Then Bn is a Hopf k[Z]-algebra, BnZ is a Hopf
k[Z,Z−1]-algebra, and An,a is a Hopf k-algebra (in fact the enveloping algebra
of a Lie algebra). The category of graded modules GrBn has tensor products
M⊗k[Z]N , the category of graded GrBnZ

has tensor products M⊗k[Z,Z−1]N and
the category ModAn,a has tensor products M⊗kN. The functors -⊗ k[Z,Z−1]:
GrBn →GrBnZ

and k[Z]/(Z-a))⊗k[Z]/(Z−a)-:GrBn →ModAn,a preserve tensor
products and the equivalence

An,a[Z,Z−1]⊗-: ModAn,a −→GrAn,a[Z,Z
−1],resA: GrAn,a[Z,Z

−1] −→ModAn,

where resA is the restriction and An,a[Z,Z−1]∼=BnZ, also preserves tensor
products.
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